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SUMMARY

Over the last several years, a great deal of effort has been devoted to solve the problem of power and
particle handling in divertors, which has been recognised as a critical issue for the operation of a
magnetic fusion reactor. In particular the choice of materials for plasma facing components has been
examined in view of developing heat and erosion resistant materials for divertor target plates. A large
data base on the behaviour of low Z (C or Be) materials in Tokamak is available, while for high Z
materials there is little experience in present generation of magnetic fusion devices. FTU, a high field
compact Tokamak, has devoted part of its experimental campaign to study the plasma characteristics
when its limiter material is changed from the usual inconel (Ni) to molybdenum and tungsten.
Siliconisation of the machine has also allowed the comparison of plasma performance when a
relatively low Z (Si) ion is the dominant impurity. In this work results are reported concerning the
plasma operation, the difference in plasma characteristics and radiation losses, the impurity
generation mechanisms and their relative concentrations in the core plasma. A simulation of the
experimental results, made with a self-consistent edge-core coupled model is presented, in order to put
in evidence the main physics mechanisms responsible for the observed behaviour.

(TOKAMAK, PLASMA-WALL INTERACTIONS, HIGH Z)

RIASSUNTO

Negli ultitni anni un grande sforzo e' stato dedicato a risolvere il problema di come trattare il flusso di
particelle e di calore incidente sulle piastre del divertore in un future reattore a fusione. In particolare ti
discute sulla scelta del materiale da utilizzare per i component! di un reattore affacciati al plasma
Questi materiali devono essere capaci di resistere al grande flusso di energia e presentare un hvello
minimo di erosione, per aumentare la durata della loro vita in un ambiente termonucleare. A tutt'ogf i
esiste un esteso data base per quel che riguarda il comportamento in un Tokamak di materiali a basso Z
(C o Be), mentre l'esperienza di materiali di prima parete ad alto Z (Mo o W) e' molto limitata, specie
per le macchine della prescnte generazione. Per questo motivo FTU, un Tokamak compatto ad aho
campo magnetico operante a Frascati, ha dedicato parte della sua campagna sperimentale a studive
come variano le caratteristiche del plasma cambiando il materiale del limiter da inconel (Ni) a
molibdeno e tungsteno. La siliconizzazione della macchina ha inoltre permesso il confronto delle
prestazioni del plasma quando una impurezza a relativamente basso Z (Si) e' quella dominante.
In questo lavoro sono riportati i risultati ottenuti da questi esperimenti per quel che riguarda
I'operazione della macchina, le caratteristiche macroscopiche del plasma, le perdite di energia per
radiazione, i meccanismi di generazione delle impurezze e la loro concentrazione relativa nel plasma
centrale. E* inoltre presentato un semplice modello self- consistente in cui il plasma al bordo e al
centra sono accoppiati, che mette in evidenza i pricipali meccanismi fisici che permettono di simulare,
almeno qualitativamente, i risultati sperimentali osservati.
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PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS IN FTU WITH DIFFERENT LIMITER
MATERIALS

1 - INTRODUCTION

During the ITER conceptual design activity and still at present, in the engineering design phase,
it is recognised that two main problems have to be solved for achieving success in the Next Step
of Fusion research: how to maintain a steady state ignited plasma avoiding pollution from the
interaction of plasma with the first walls, and how to extend the life time of the various
structures subjected to high particle fluxes, neutrons and high heat loads [1,2]. Thus the main
research effort is now addressed on the one hand to the best divertor configuration (slot
divertor, gas bag, etc. [3]), to limit the heat load on the materials to technologically sustainable

levels (< 5 MW nr2), and on the other hand to the choice of suitable materials for the plasma
facing components. Low Z materials, such as C or Be, which are used now on most operating
Tokamak, present many problems in the application to HER. Be and graphite are satisfactory

only if sufficiently low plasma temperature (Te <10 eV) and heat load can be achieved at the
divertor plates. Graphite has the additional problem of chemical sputtering. More important are
the large erosion rates that are foreseen for low Z materials, due to sputtering and evaporation
[4]. The large erosion rates would much reduce the lifetime of these first wall components.
From a preliminary assessment both Be and C will survive only 1000 full power ITER
discharges, assuming a plate temperature of 10-30 eV [5]. Good retention of produced
impurities in the divertor region is further required to avoid plasma dilution.

Thus the use of high Z materials as plasma facing components is now under discussion and
investigation. They have high melting points, good thermal conductivity and acceptable
thermomechanical properties. If the energy of the impinging particles can be maintained near or
below their threshold energy for sputtering, which is much larger than for Be or C, a strong
reduction of the impurity source could be obtained. Moreover for tungsten the erosion rate, due

to neutrals and ion sputtering with an average energy < 30 eV and the high probability of

prompt redeposition [6], has been evaluated to assure operation for 106 full power ITER
discharges [5]. The main problem connected with the use of high Z materials is the strong
energy losses from the plasma core, if high Z ions penetrate the last close magnetic surfaces. It
has been evaluated that in order to avoid plasma core degradation due to the high W radiation

emissivity, a maximum impurity concentration of the order of nw/ne - 10-5-10-6 is required.



A data base on the operation of modern high power heated Tokamak with high Z metals as lim-
iter or divertor plates is sorely missing [7]. As a matter of fact the first generation of Tokamak
employed both Molybdenum and Tungsten as limiter materials [8,9,10]. But as size and
additional heating power increased, large difficulties appeared in controlling impurity generation
and the consequent large radiation losses from the plasma core. Thus hollow temperature
profiles, confinement degradation, instabilities and disruptions were often observed [10]. In
order to avoid these problems most Tokamak recurred to low Z materials, mainly graphite and
beryllium, to optimise their performances. The success obtained has lead to the present
situation. Only recently experiments devoted to investigate the behaviour of plasma parameters
in presence of high Z materials have been resumed. A moveable molybdenum test limiter has
been employed on TEXTOR [11], and on ASDEX-U it is planned to operate with divertor tiles
coated with Tungsten [6]. In particular the problem of prompt redeposition of sputtered tungsten
atoms has been investigated both theoretically and experimentally on Asdex-U [12].

There is a class of Tokamak, the high field compact devices [13], such as the ALCATOR line at
MIT and the Frascati Tokamaks, that have always employed high Z materials (Fe, Ni, Mo) as
limiters or divertor plates without major problems in their operation. This is due both to the high
power density and the high density regimes that are possible in these machines. The former
aspect means that the plasma can tolerate a relatively large concentration of high Z impurities
before locally the radiation power losses overcome the input power density. High density leads
to a cooling of the plasma edge, so that the impurity source is much reduced.

In the Frascati Tokamak Upgrade (FTU) a series of experiments have been performed where the
limiter material was changed from inconel to Molybdenum (TZM) and Tungsten. Siliconisation
of the whole vacuum chamber has also been implemented, allowing a comparison of plasma
characteristics and performances with different predominant impurities in the discharges, from
low Z (Si) to medium Z (Ni) and high Z (Mo and W).

The object of this work is to present the results obtained from this comparison and the
interpretations for explaining the differences observed both in the operation and in plasma
parameters. Even if limited only to ohmic discharges the heat load on the limiter surface can be

~ 5 MW/m2, i.e. of the same order of that required for ITER. In the next future up to 6 MW of
additional heating based on RF power systems (LHRH, IBW and ECRH) will be available in
FTU, and these experiments will be extended to these new regimes. If the sputtering is the only
mechanism for impurity generation, as it will be shown to be the case in FTU, the operational
conditions for a reactor employing high Z first wall components, can be explored. Thus this
experiment contributes to a re-evaluation of high Z refractory materials, as material for the
divertor plates in a reactor.

The work is organised as follow. In section 2 a description of the limiter and of the various
materials employed is given, together with a brief summary of the main diagnostics used for the
analysis of the data. The problems regarding plasma operation and the solutions adopted are
presented in section 3. Here also the density limits is compared for the different situations.
Radiation losses and heat load on the limiter for the different cases, and global energy balance
are described in section 4. A most important item is the impurity generation mechanism, the



influx of impurities generated at the limiter and the corresponding concentration in the plasma
bulk. These arguments together with total radiation emission profiles, the behaviour of Zgff and
the main plasma parameters will be discussed in section 5. Numerical simulations of the
impurity transport in the plasma bulk and those resulting from a core-SOL coupled model, to
reproduce the experimental results, will be presented in section 6. Finally a discussion of the
results will be given in section 7, highlighting the main conclusions that can be derived from
this work.

2 - THE EXPERIMENT

FTU is a compact high field (R=.93 m, A=3.3, B j ^ 8 T) Tokamak characterised by an average

high power density (> 1 MW/m3) and able to operate over a wide line average density range

(.2-31020 nr3) [14]. Up to now mainly ohmic heating experiments have been performed, with a
maximum power input of 2 MW. The vacuum chamber is made of stainless steel AISI 304 and
the circular cross section of the plasma is defined by a poloidal limiter. Previous experience in
FTU [15] has demonstrated that it is necessary to reduce the level of Oxygen in order to
minimise the production of impurities by sputtering [16]. A good conditioning of the vacuum
vessel is thus needed to obtain optimised performances. The best conditioning procedure, after

each vent to the atmosphere, consists of baking at T= 130° C for a week, in conjunction with
glow discharge cleaning in Hydrogen. This is sufficient to guarantee a very low level of Oxygen
in the plasma discharges, down to a minimum concentration of .2% of the electron density.

After cooling to liquid nitrogen temperature (77° K), no other conditioning procedure is
necessary during an experimental campaign. The machine remains clean and shows a high
reproducibility of the discharges, even after repetitive major disruptions [17].

The limiter does not cover the full poloidal angle, but consists of two halves, encompassing a

total poloidal angle of 220°, symmetrical with respect to the equatorial plane. Both the two
limiter halves are composed by an external structural support and by an internal set of
mushrooms facing the plasma (see fig 1). The mushroom surface profile is the result of an
optimisation design in order to spread the incident thermal fluxes over the largest possible
surface. In all the reported experiments the limiter supports were made of inconel or stainless
steel. The materials used for the mushrooms has been changed, in different experimental runs,
from inconel to TZM (Molybdenum) and TZM covered by a coating of 2 mm of Tungsten.
Since a non negligible fraction of the particle flux in the SOL can impinge on the support, we
often have not a completely "clean" situation, concerning the impurities present in the plasma.
As it will be shown later, a small influx of Ni, Cr etc. still exists when the mushrooms are of
Molybdenum or Tungsten. Siliconisation of the whole vacuum vessel was done by 3 hours of
glow discharge (He+ SiH4) [18]. A deposition of - 1000 A of Silicon was deduced from
laboratory tests as resulting from this procedure. Oxygen is strongly reduced with respect to
bare vacuum walls conditions and Si becomes the main low Z impurity. About 40 high power
discharges were found to be necessary to change from a plasma where the dominant impurity
was silicon to the appearance of metal impurities originating from the limiter. Thus a
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Fig. 1 - FTUpoloidal limiter

characterisation of a plasma where a low Z impurity was dominant has been performed over a
sufficiently wide, if not complete, range of parameters. A comparison of plasma parameters
with those obtained in presence of high Z material has been possible. Finally a few data will be
presented regarding a carbon dominated plasma. The origin of carbon, during the first year of
FTU operation, was due to a failure of internal rings accommodating magnetic pick-up coils for
the detection of MHD oscillations. Insulation material was exposed directly to the plasma,
which resulted in a kind of carbon coating of the machine. Of course this cannot be considered a
controlled carbonisation of FTU and many diagnostics were missing at that time. A full
comparison is thus impossible, but a few consequences of this situation will be described.

An Optical Multichannel Analyser (OMA) spectrometer is used to observe the visible line
radiation emitted in front of the limiter [19]. The line intensity of the main fuel atoms (D in all
the experiments) and of the impurities allows the evaluation of the corresponding neutral
influxes into the discharge. Line emission of higher ionised states of Ni, Fe, Cr, Mo and Si, as
measured by a SPRED spectrometer [20] in the UV range (100-1700 A), are selected to
represent the plasma emission at the intermediate radii . High Z highly ionised ions in the
plasma core are measured by a soft X rays rotating spectrometer, having 6 plane crystals for

Bragg diffraction . This instrument permits to explore the range 3-6 A with )JAX = 30 and a
high time resolution (~ 10 ms). Soft X-rays spectra in the range 2-40 keV are also measured by
a pulse height analyser (PHA), to deduce electron temperature, bremsstrahlung enhancement
and line emission (essentially Ni and Cr). A sixteen channel bolometer array [21], looking at the
bottom half of the plasma column is used to obtain the total radiation losses and the radiation
emission profile in the plasma bulk. These data are derived by assuming toroidal and poloidal
symmetry: when a marfe (a toroidally symmetric belt of strongly radiating high density cold
plasma situated in the high field side [22] ) is present, the symmetry assumption is no more
valid. Thus all the results on radiation losses presented here refer to a situation without a marfe,
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i.e. are limited to a density below a critical density that depends on the plasma current and the

content of low Z impurities (typically rie < 1.5-1.9 1020 nr3). Zgff is derived by the

bremsstrahlung emission in a line free visible spectral range selected by an interference filter
placed in front of the collection optics. The observation is made along two sets of 12 chords,
each looking the plasma along two perpendicular directions. The value of Zgff thus obtained is in
agreement with that derived from current density profiles assuming Spitzer resistivity [23].
Eight thermocouples embedded in a series of mushrooms are employed to derive the average
heat load on the limiter surface, reconstructing the limiter surface temperature by a numerical
heat transport code.

3 - PLASMA OPERATION

As already recalled in section 1, the use of high Z materials as plasma facing components can
make plasma operation quite difficult. Electron temperature can easily evolve in hollow pro-
files, leading to current disruptions or at least to strongly degraded performances [10]. Our
overall experience in FTU has shown that current start up in the first 2(M0 ms is critical for the
evolution of the plasma temperature profile. By employing a standard discharge pre-
programming (same rate of Ip, same gas fuelling, etc.) we obtained substantial differences
between discharges dominated by light impurities (C, O, Ne, Si) and those dominated by heavy
impurities. In the former case the temperature profile is peaked immediately after the breakdown
phase and the central temperature evolves with an overshoot followed by the sawteeth onset
(fig. 2). When metallic impurities are predominant, the central temperature does not increase
with the same previous rate and the sawtooth activity can be absent. In this case the temperature
profile is hollow and maintains this characteristics for all the discharge duration, showing a very
turbulent behaviour and with a high probability to terminate disruptively. In order to reproduce
the "normal" electron temperature profile evolution and the onset of sawtooth activity, a careful
interplay is needed between gas puffing and the rate of the current rise. Figure 3 shows the
plasma current and the electron density in two discharges with tungsten limiter, leading to two
quite different electron temperature profiles (fig. 4). The main parameter determining the
temperature evolution is the ratio Ip/ne (fig.5). All discharges characterised by a Ip/ne below a
critical value behave in a reproducible way, leading to what we consider "normal" operation.
Both conditions, i.e. the decrease of current rise rate and the increase of gas puffing, results in a
strong cooling of the plasma edge, thus reducing the production of high Z impurities on the
limiter and preventing central line radiation losses larger than the local ohmic input power. Good
discharges can be obtained also at larger Ip/rie values by puffing a small quantity of Ne, just
after the start up [24].

The experimental results presented in the following all refer to sawtoothing discharges. Plasma
behaviour in presence of different materials for the limiter has been compared in discharges with
a magnetic field of 6 T, current varying between .5 and .8 MA, an input ohmic power
^1.5 MW, and with density ranging from .2 to 3 1020 nr3 . Experiments with tungsten limiter
refer to a more restricted range of parameters, due to a smaller number of shots available and to
a not optimised conditioning procedure. Thus experimental data discussed here are limited in W
to densities up to ~ 1020 nr3 (before the onset of a Marfe).
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In fig 6 the Hugill plot shows the operational space of FTU. When plasma was dominated by

carbon, it was not possible to operate at line average density larger than 1.2 1020 nr 3 at all
currents. The conditioning of the machine and the elimination of all carbon from the vacuum
walls, have led to a substantial extension of the FTU operation space. Different limits have been
obtained in presence of different limiter material. Just after Siliconisation , when both the
vacuum chamber and the limiter surface were coated with Silicon, the density limit was found to
approach the Greenwald limit [25]. When medium or high Z ions dominate the plasma bulk,
the density limit was found to exceed substantially the Greenwald limit. Actually, only by gas
puffing, we have achieved about a factor 2 above the latter limit in steady state discharges at
relatively high q (q > 5) [26].

The Marfe phenomenology also varies with different limiter materials. (In FTU the density limit
is always preceded by the onset of a Marfe). In fig. 7 the traces of plasma current, electron
density and D a emission are shown for density limit shots. The sudden increase in Dot emission

up to the saturation of the signal is generally a good monitor to mark the onset of a marfe [26].
This occurs at lower density in siliconised conditions, lasting a few hundreds of ms, and only
just before the high density disruption when the Molybdenum limiter is used. The analysis of
the spectroscopic data shows that in siliconised discharges only Si impurities are present. In
discharges with Ni and Mo limiter, the content of Oxygen, which even if strongly reduced by
conditioning is unavoidable, is practically the same for similar densities. At the density limit Mo
radiation lines are below the background of the instruments, while Ni radiation is still
detectable. Thus plasma with different high Z materials are characterised by different total
radiation losses (more details in the following). On the other hand experimental observations on
FTU have shown that the critical density for the onset of Marfe is correlated with the net power
conducted to the plasma edge[26]: less radiation losses imply that a larger edge density is
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required for the formation of a Marfe. Indeed the usual picture for the onset of a marfe is that it
occurs when locally the temperature falls near the value of the first radiation peak of the
predominant low Z impurity [27].

In silicon dominated discharges, Si concentration is larger (1-3%) than that of Oxygen (<0.5%)
in metallic limiter plasma. Taking into account that the cooling rate of Si [28] is higher than that
of Oxygen, it is not surprising that the marfe starts at lower electron density in a freshly
siliconised machine.

4 - RADIATION LOSSES AND GLOBAL ENERGY BALANCE

Total radiation losses show marked differences with different limiter materials. In fig. 8 the
fraction of radiated power over the total input power is plotted versus the line average density
for discharges in Si, Ni, Mo and W. Radiation losses for plasmas with inconel limiter are a
large fraction of the ohmic power input. Even if there is a trend to decrease with increasing
density, they account always for more of 50% of the input power. Ni is reduced to very low
concentration at high density (-10-4 at ne ~ 2 1020 nr3), but due to its cooling rate behaviour, a
large plasma volume is interested in line emission. At the highest density radiation losses due to
nickel ions account for about half of those measured. The rest is due the small concentration of
Oxygen, which emits preferably in a narrow region near the plasma edge.

When Si is the main impurity, radiation losses are much smaller and attain a minimum value of
30% of the input power. This is consistent with the experience of all Tokamak operating with
plasma facing components of low Z materials [29].

Mo and W dominated plasmas show a quite different behaviour. While at low density (2-6 1019

nr3) radiation losses are close to those of Ni plasmas, there is a marked decrease as the density
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is increased. As it will be shown later, the concentration of Mo and W are a very small fraction

of the plasma density (<lfr5) above 1020 nr3 , so that the resulting radiation losses have to be
mainly attributed to oxygen and the small quantity of Ni (or Fe) generated at the limiter support.
The correlation between the radiation losses and the dominant impurity concentration is shown
in fig. 9 for the case of Mo. The correlation is quite clear at relative Mo concentration larger than

1(H (corresponding to low density discharges, i.e. ne < 5 1019 nv3 ).

The complementarity between the radiation losses and the the heat loads on the limiters is
evident for all limiter materials by comparing during the discharge the radiated power, as
measured by the bolometer and the limiter surface temperature, as measured by an infra red

single point detector, with maximum sensitivity in the range 2-5 urn, looking at the two lowest
mushrooms of the inner ring of the limiter. In fig. 10 the time resolved signal of the detector is
shown together with the average density and the total radiated power for a well centered
discharge in Mo, during a time interval characterized by constant input power and no movement
of the plasma column.

The power conducted/convected to the limiter is derived from the temperature rise measured by
the set of thermocouples embedded in the mushrooms. From a comparison between simulations
carried out with a 3-D finite element heat conduction code (ANSYS) and the rate of temperature
increase, the heat load on the limiter can be deduced. For a series of well controlled discharges
with inconel limiter the energy e-folding length could be determined too, with the help of the
signals from thermocouples directly facing the plasma on the sides of the limiter support [30].
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In these conditions a detailed global power balance has been made at different plasma currents
[30]. Fig 11 shows the results of this analysis. As it happens on many other experiments, the
sum of total radiated power and the power conducted to the limiter do not close perfectly the
energy balance. The missing power for the discharges examined ranges from 5% to 20%. This
missing power could be explained either by toroidal asymmetries of the measured radiation
losses or by radiation losses in the SOL.

The highest heat loads have been measured in siliconised conditions (- 5 MW/m2). In any case,
even the highest heat loads measured on the FTU limiter are not sufficient to bring the limiter
temperature near the melting point, for all materials employed, and considering the duration of
the FTU plasma current (- 1.5 s). In other words, we can exclude, in all cases, evaporation as a
mechanism for impurity production.

5 - IMPURITY BEHAVIOUR

Figure 12 shows the UV spectrum of a plasma with an inconel limiter. Ni lines are still detected,
with decreasing intensity up to the highest densities in normal discharges. Only at high q values,
when plasma detachment occurs near the density limit, metallic radiation lines completely
disappears and the spectrum is only dominated by oxygen and hydrogen lines [17]. In fig 13 the
UV spectrum at .7 MA and 1.5 1020 nr 3 for the freshly siliconised case is shown: only Silicon
lines are present, while metallic lines are absent and Oxygen is strongly reduced up to a factor
-10, as expected from the gettering characteristics of the silicon coating.
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The Mo XXXI-Mo XXXII spectrum, in the range 4.3-5.3 A, is shown in fig. 14, in which Cr,
Ni and Fe lines, corresponding to the limiter support, are also detected.

The presence of W ions in the plasma is detected by the UV spectrum.The increase of quasi
continuous emission between 150 and 220 A has been attributed to W radiation, due to many
overlapping lines, originating from O-shells transitions.[31]. While the deduction of absolute
concentrations of impurity ions is straightforward for O, Si and medium Z ions, it is much more
uncertain for Mo , since atomic data transitions are more complex and the instrument allows a
relatively low resolution. In all cases the impurity concentration decreases strongly with density.
Figs 15 and 16 show plots of relative concentrations of Ni and Mo versus the line average
density. It is interesting to note that, while Ni concentration decreases to very low values

(-10"4) at high density (ne^lO20 m"3) and the UV line emission is still detectable, the Mo

concentration is at least an order of magnitude smaller than that of Ni at all densities. For

instance above 10^0 m-3 n(Mo)~ 1 0 ^ m'3 has been measured, i.e. below the critical level
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required to maintain an ignited state in a reactor. At higher density the Mo and W lines are no
more detectable by our diagnostics systems.

The behaviour of the lowest ionised states of the impurities, as measured by visible
spectroscopy is now discussed. The most careful analysis has been done for the Mo limiter,
also in view of the future operation of FTU with a toroidal TZM limiter [32].

The visible spectrum of line emission by Mo neutrals produced at the limiter, is shown in fig.

17, in the range 3700-4000 A The three lines labelled correspond to transitions from level z7P°

to the ground state (a7S3). Thus their brightness can be used to obtain the neutral flux from the
limiter, by computing the ratio S/XB, i.e. the number of ionisations per photon emitted (S being
the ionisation rate [33], X the excitation rate [34], and B the branching ratio of the observed
line). For the transition probabilities of Mo, the values recently measured by Whaling and al.
[35] have been adopted. We estimate that these approximations [36], together with the error in
the absolute calibration of the instrument, could lead to an error in the evaluation of the Mo flux
of a factor 2. Figure 18 shows the Mo Flux computed from the brightness of the three lines
considered, as a function of the average density, for discharges at 6 T and .6 MA. It is to be

noted that at ne>6 1019 nr3 , the level of the spectroscopic signals is reduced within the noise
level of the detector. Finally in fig 19 the ratio of the Mo flux to the deuterium flux, at the same
location on the limiter, is given. The deuterium flux has been derived by the brightness of the
Dy line. The ratio can be interpreted as an effective sputtering yield of Mo due to deuterium ions
impinging on the limiter surface and self-sputtering. The behaviour of this ratio with the density
is in agreement with the assumption that the physical sputtering (including the self-sputtering
due to the impurities) is the only mechanism for impurity production. A total sputtering yield of
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few 10"2 at the lowest density, ne =2.5 1019 nr3 , corresponds, using the empirical formula for
sputtering of Y. Yamamura [37], to an effective plasma temperature at the limiter of a - 65 eV,
with the assumption that the impurity ions incident on the limiter surface have an average charge
Z ~ 8. Electron temperatures, as measured by Langmuir probes, is ~ 30 eV in the FTU SOL at
these densities [38]. Simulations of the FTU SOL by a multifluid 2-D code [39] show that,
while this value of temperature is in the right range for electrons, deuterons can have a much
higher temperature (by a factor 4 at the lowest densities). Thus the effective temperature, i.e the
average of electron and ion temperatures, falls in the right range for justifying the measured
sputtering yield. Also Si and Ni fluxes [40] have a similar behaviour, apart from the different
value of the fluxes and the rate of decrease with density, connected with their different
sputtering thresholds and yields. A similar measure of WI line has not been possible, since its
intensity is always below the background level.

In fig. 20 typical profiles of radiation losses, as determined by inversion of the 16 channels
bolometer system, are shown for different impurities. All the signals refer to similar discharges
at low density, when intrinsic impurities are the dominant ones. As expected the radiation
emissivity is concentrated at the boundary for Si, while for Ni, Mo and W is shifted towards the
centre. The low central emission, especially for Mo, is due to the high value of the electron
temperature at the centre (Teo ~ 2-3 keV).

f, obtained from bremsstrahlung intensity measurements in the visible range, is plotted in fig.
21a and b versus density for discharges with 6 T and Ip=.5 MA and different limiter materials.
As usual Zgff decreases with increasing density, but while discharges dominated by Ni and Si
have the same value of Zgff at the same density, in Mo and W discharges Z ^ is smaller and
approaches unit more quickly. In fig 21b it is shown that, when FTU was polluted with carbon,

was systematically higher over the whole density range explored.
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Fig. 20 - Radial profiles of total radiation emission for different limiter material and similar plasmas
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While changing the limiter materials FTU plasma shows marked differences with respect to total
radiation losses, dominant impurity concentrations and radiation emissivity profiles, the main
plasma parameters remain the same, at the same plasma current, magnetic field and electron
density. Electron peak temperature (fig. 22), total thermal energy (fig. 23) and energy
confinement time (fig. 24) do not show any substantial difference, when plotted versus density
for different dominant impurities. In addition electron temeprature and density profiles are the
same, within the errors in the measurements.
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These results indicate that even when a large fraction of the input power is radiated from the
plasma core (50-70% in the case of Ni) no degradation of plasma parameters occurs. In
addition, from our data, the heat flux through the surface with the maximum temperature
gradient , approximately at half plasma radius, is different when comparing discharges in
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Silicon with those in Mo and W, pointing to energy transport being not determined by the value
of the local diffusion coefficients. Simulations with transport code is in progress to make this
assessment more quantitative.

The previous description is true in standard sawtoothing discharges, where no impurity
accumulation is observed. When sawteeth are absent and locally the radiation emissivity is
larger than the input power, the situation is different as indicated by the hollowing of the
temperature profiles.

6 - SIMULATION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The plasma core and the SOL plasma are strongly linked. In fact, the net power (i.e. the total
input power minus the power radiated in the bulk) and the particle flux determine the parameters
of the SOL plasma, such as its temperature, density and, through the edge transport
coefficients, the e-folding lengths. The plasma temperature in front of the limiter surface, on the
other hand, determines the production rate of impurities through physical and chemical
mechanisms that are characteristics of the limiter material (physical sputtering, chemical
sputtering, evaporation, etc.).

Impurities cross the last closed magnetic surface either as neutrals or ions, the transport
depending on the parameters in the SOL. Bulk diffusion determine their distribution and
concentration and thus the line radiation losses and the net power conducted/convected into the
SOL.

Detailed numerical codes which link the main plasma and the SOL are not yet available, due to
their complexity. Therefore we have compared our experimental results with a simple self
consistent numerical model. [41] (this model is similar to that described in [42]).

The model is based on a 0-D description of the plasma transport in the core and a 1-D
description for the impurity dynamics in the SOL (a self-consistent model including a 1-D
description of core transport is currently being developed [43]). Steady state is considered and
all the bulk profiles (Te,i, nj) are described by a generalised parabola form. The FTU scaling
for the edge density and central temperature are adopted [44]. Only one impurity species is taken
into account and the corresponding cooling rate is calculated assuming corona equilibrium.
Background plasma in the SOL is described by a simple model [27] which assumes equal ion
and electron temperatures. In this model temperature is also considered to be constant along the
field lines. Impurity generation is assumed to be only due to physical sputtering by deuterium
ions and by self sputtering.

The impurity density at the LCMS is proportional to the impurity density at the limiter surface
and it is determined by two different processes: impurity neutrals entering the LCMS and
impurity ions transport in the SOL, i.e.
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nZLCMS= (f ASOL +O"

where f= l-expCA^A-ion) (^n being the e-folding length for the density and Xl0n the ionisation
length) is the fraction of the neutral ionised in the SOL. The 1-D impurity transport model in the
SOL is applied in order to find the retention factor in the SOL ASOL [45]. The part of impurity
atoms that are not ionised in the SOL can penetrate directly into the main plasma and their
contribution Adirect can be estimated according to the Engelhart model [46].

The input to the coupled model are the plasma current and the geometry of the plasma shape.
The average charge of the impurities impinging on the limiter has been assumed equal to two.

Due to the simplicity of the model, we dont expect to reproduce in detail the experimental
results, but a qualitative agreement with the trends found from the experiment would confirm
the soundness of our main assumptions.

In figs. 25 and 26 the computed value for Zgff and the radiation losses are plotted as a function
of the electron density for Ni, Mo and W. The agreement with experimental results is
satisfactory, and in particular the trend with the density is well recovered.

The model confirms that on FTU the main mechanism of impurity production is sputtering and
self-sputtering. Plasma operation is possible until the total sputtering yield is kept below 1. At
low density, due to the different sputtering yield between Mo or W and Ni, much less Mo or W
atoms are produced at the same bulk parameters. This lower concentration means smaller value
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of Zgff and smaller radiation losses. Furthermore the decrease of the plasma temperature at the
limiter as density increases, reduces Mo and W production much more than that of Ni and Z ^
close to 1 is reached more quickly. This compares well with the experimental results for the
different materials (fig. 21), also taking into account that when even Mo and W impurity are
expected to disappear, due to their large sputtering thresholds, other impurities such as Ni or Fe
from the limiter support and Oxygen are still present.

It is to be noted that the model confirms that, even if Z f̂f is close to 1, the contribution of Ni to
radiation losses is significant at high density, accounting for a substantial fraction of the total
input power in discharges with an inconel limiter.

7 - CONCLUSIONS

Experimental results in FTU using medium Z (Ni) and high Z (Mo,W) as limiter materials,
have been compared with those obtained using a silicon coated limiter (low Z). A few
conclusions can be drawn from this comparison.

Density limits and onset of marfe are strictly correlated with the presence of low Z impurities.

Regime of high density (> 21020 nr3) can only be achieved with fully metallic plasma facing
materials. In these conditions a density limit substantially higher than the Greenwald value can

be achieved by gas puffing only, at q > 5.

The main production mechanism for metallic impurities is consistent with physical sputtering
from background ions and self-sputtering. Due to the different sputtering yield for Ni and Mo or
W, Zgff and radiation losses in Mo and W are lower, for the same macroscopic conditions.

The correlation between the influx of impurities from the limiter and the impurity concentration
in the plasma core for high Z ions, suggests that no accumulation in the plasma centre is
occurring, at least in standard sawtoothing ohmic discharges.

The relative concentration of Mo or W in the plasma core at medium to high density is below the
critical limit needed to obtain and maintain ignition in a Tokamak.

A model coupling the SOL dynamic to bulk plasma has been developed and it reproduces
qualitatively the experimental FTU results with different first wall materials.

Bulk parameters such as energy confinement time, temperature, and total kinetic energy show
no variation in presence of different limiter materials, even if radiation losses characteristics are
markedly changed

We believe that the results presented in this work can contribute to a re-evaluation in the use of
high Z materials as plasma facing materials in a fusion reactor.
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